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Abstract

In this work the split-field finite-difference time-domain method (SF-FDTD) applied
to the analysis of two-dimensionally periodic structures is accelerated for Intel Xeon Phi
coprocessors and NVIDIA GPUs platforms. The performance achieved by the novel Intel
coprocessors is compared with GPU computing and the sequential code optimized by
the compiler and parallelized by means of OpenMP in a single CPU with several cores.
The results show that in all cases the CUDA version of the 3D SF-FDTD algorithm
is more than thirteen times faster compared to the sequential code and until three
times faster compared to the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. It is worth to note that the
speed up obtained by the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is achieved using the sequential
code of the CPU program since it is based on the Intel Many Integrated Core (MIC)
architecture. Therefore, the time costs needed for launching applications on Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessors are dramatically reduced compared to the efforts needed for developing
CUDA codes compatible with the NVIDIA GPUs.

Key words: Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor, CUDA, GPU, finite-difference schemes
MSC 2000: AMS codes (optional)

1 Introduction

The basic principles of the FDTD algorithm is to solve the Maxwell curl equations applying
the finite-difference approximations in both time and spatial derivatives. This method
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was initially defined by Kane S. Yee in 1966 [15]. Since then and with the increase of the
computational power of modern computers, many researchers have focused their efforts in to
improve and extend this method for the new demanding applications in many industries and
science domain, such as radar, navigation, microwave, antenna, electromagnetic detection
and protection [2]. Since FDTD permits to compute the electric and magnetic fields it
is considered as a reference in fields such as Optics and photonics. The split-field FDTD
formulation is a reformulation of the initial FDTD scheme optimized for the analysis of
periodic structures, which are the common scenario in diffractive optics.

SF-FDTD permits to successfully apply the periodic boundary conditions (PBC) even
with oblique angle of incidence. However, this scheme implies complex notation and a
double time-update of the electromagnetic field in each time step. This implies an increase
of both the time and memory resources compared with the standard FDTD approach.
Therefore, parallel strategies should be considered in order to accelerate the method if
two-dimensionally periodic structures and thus three-dimensional problems are considered.

Regarding parallel hardware architectures, NVIDIA GPUs have been established as
the best solution for high performance computing (HPC) applications until the outcome
of the new Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors in 2012. Since then both platforms offer a new
paradigm for HPC applications. In June 2013, the Tianhe-2 supercomputer was announced
as the word’s faster supercomputer, relegating the Titan supercomputer, that uses NVIDIA
K20x processors, to the second position. The Tianhe-2 utilizes Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors
achieving 33.86 peta floating point operations per second (FLOPS) [1]. Currently, the Phi
coprocessor is packaged as a separate PCIe device, external to the host processor. Although
the set up is similar to the one used for CUDA GPUs, the effort for adapting applications
to the Intel Xeon Phi is dramatically reduced compared with the developing of CUDA
applications. The Intel Many Integrated Core (MIC) software provided for Intel Xeon Phi
development permits to exploit the resources of the coprocessors by means of the sequential
code initially performed for a standard CPU.

There are some analysis of the performance of finite-difference shemes on Intel Xeon Phi
coprocessor i.e. [2,9]. However, there is no an specific analysis of the SF-FDTD performance
with Intel Xeon Phi and GPU computing to the best of our knowledge. For GPU computing,
many works have been performed in order to adapt finite-difference schemes to CUDA GPUs
(c.f. [3,4,12]). Here, the CUDA GPU application and its performance is compared with the
reliability of the Intel coprocessor.

More specially, the SF-FDTD scheme here implemented is adapted for the Intel Xeon
Phi 3120A and for the NVIDIA GTX 670 with Kepler architecture. Both parallel versions
are compared with the sequential code and with the best CPU code version that takes ad-
vantage of the auto-vectorisation of the Intel Compiler and also of OpenMP. Three different
SF-FDTD grids are considered (SMALL, MEDIUM and LARGE) in order to analyse the
performance of these platforms as a function of the computational load. The results show
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that CUDA GPU version is faster in all cases whereas the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is no
more than 4 times faster compared to the sequential version.

2 Theory

2.1 Hardware setup

The baseline code is written in C++ and parallelized by OpenMP. We implemented and
tested this code on a Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor based on the first generation Intel Xeon Phi
product codenamed Knights Corner, with 57 cores running at 1.1 GHz with 6GB GDDR
RAM. Each Intel Xeon Phi core is based on a modified Pentium processor design that
supports hyperthreading and some new x86 instructions created for the wide vector unit.
This architecture permits to easily adapt the sequential codes implemented for standard
CPUs to the coprocessor. The card is hosted on an Intel Xeon E5-2630 with two 6-core
processors running at 2.3GHz with 18GB DDR3-1600 RAM. The operation system on host
is CentOS 7. The card is executing Intel Manycore Platform Software Stack (Intel MPSS)
version 3.3.4. The development environment is Intel Composer XE 2013 Linux release.

Regarding the GPU, a GTX 670 is considered. This GPU belongs to the Kepler family
and it includes 1344 cuda cores running at 915 GHz with 4 GB of GDDR5. Each group of
192 cuda cores set ups a streaming multiprocessor SMX that is able of schedule threads in
groups of 32 parallel threads called warp. The GK210 architecture has 128 kB of memory
for each SMX that can be configured as shared memory of cache L1 as a function of the
application needs. The global memory of the GPU is in built in the PCIe card and is the
biggest available for the GPU but also the slowest. The CPU host can upload and download
data to GPU global memory through the PCIe bus with a rate of 5GB/s. Altough this speed
is high the transactions between host and GPU should be minimized in order to reduce the
overhead produced by these type of communications.

2.2 Basis of the SF-FDTD

Figure 1 shows the problem space for a typical SF-FDTD simulation of periodic media.
The convention for the spatial arrangement of the electric field E and the magnetic field
H, called the Yee cell, simplifies the finite-difference form of the curl operator, and it is one
of the main characteristic of FDTD schemes. In this work, we assume a structure that is
periodic in x and y directions, and illuminate the computational grid from a plane parallel
to the xy plane. Plane waves propagate along the z direction and a xy plane is considered
for illuminating the grid. Both z boundaries are terminated with Perfectly-Matched Layers
(PML) that eliminate undesired reflections [7, 8, 10, 11]. The xy boundaries are handled
by the periodic boundary conditions (PBC). In order to accomplish this task successfully,
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Figure 1: General problem space for SF-FDTD simulations used in this paper.

the split-field method uses a set of transformed fields that eliminate the phase difference
between the two adjacent sides of the problem space.

In order to simplify the derivation of the new approach presented here, we briefly
recall the fundamentals of the derivation of SF-FDTD from earlier studies. Assuming non-
magnetic and non-conducting media, Maxwell’s curl equations take on the forms

∇×E = −jωμ0H, (1)

∇×H = jω�0�rE, (2)

where �0 and μ0 are the vacuum permittivity and permeability respectively, �r denotes the
relative permittivity.

The SF-FDTD considers a transformation of the electric and magnetic fields taking into
account that the new variables implicitly contain the oblique field propagation, which leads
to new split-field variables

P = Eej(kxx+kyy) (3)

Q = cμ0Hej(kxx+kyy), (4)

where P and Q are the transformed vectors in the phasor domain. Substituting the split-
field components into Maxwell’s equations [6,8], the basis for the SF-FDTD can be expressed
as follows

jω

c
P = κ∇×Q+

jω

c
κqQ, (5)

jω

c
Q = −∇×P− jω

c
κqP, (6)
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where κ = �−1
r and the matrix q is defined as

q =
ω

c

⎡
⎣

0 0 −ky
0 0 kx
ky −kx 0

⎤
⎦ . (7)

The presence of time-derivative terms on each side of Eqs. (5) and (6) makes it difficult to
redefine these expressions into finite differences. In order to solve this issue a new set of
variables is defined on the right hand side, separating both P and Q into two components.

P = Pa + κqQ, (8)

Q = Qa − qP. (9)

The update-finite-difference expressions for the “a” fields can easily be derived substituting
Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eqs. (5) and (6) and discretising the equations with respect to time,
which yields

1

cΔt

�
Pn+1

a −Pn
a

�
= κ∇×Qn+1/2, (10)

1

cΔt

�
Qn+1

a −Qn
a

�
= −∇×Pn+1/2, (11)

where Δt is the time resolution which is related with the spatial resolution by means of the
Courant–Friederichs–Lewy condition [14]. It is worth to note that finite-difference schemes
have an exponentially growing cost in terms of grid size, so enlarging the grid size has a
dramatic impact in the time simulation costs. More information regarding the stability,
convergence and computational optimization can be found in [3, 8, 10, 11, 13]

2.3 Implementation on Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor

In order to analyze the influence of the size of the simulation grid, three datasets have been
chosen: SMALL (300×40×40), MEDIUM (400×180×80) and LARGE (500×270×120). The
relationship between the grid cell dimensions and the spatial coordinates is (z, x, y). The
number of time steps was defined proportional to the grid size in order to ensure steady-state
condition, thus the number of time steps are 3026, 4386 and 5682 respectively. There are
mainly two ways of addressing an application with Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor: the native
or the offload. The first option launches entirely the application on the coprocessor whereas
the offload version executes parts of the code on the CPU and others in the coprocessor.
The native mode is expected to exploit in great manner the resources of the coprocessor
since reduces overheads due to communications between CPU and coprocessor, thus it is the
way of implementing finite-difference schemes i.e. [2, 9]. In order to exploit the Intel Xeon
Phi resources the auto-vectorisation performed by the compiler and OpenMP have been
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considered. For enabling properly the auto-vectorisation an efficient memory alignment, a
correct loop count and proper structures were considered.

It is worth to note that the authors introduced loop fusion but the results were not
significantly better than without it. This is the scheme chosen for the update of the “a”
fields implemented in C++. Lines 24 and 33 show the pragmas used for OpenMP. Note
that each pointer is properly aligned in their definition in order to take advantage of the
auto-vectorization of the compiler.

Code for the method in charge of updating the Pa fields SF FDTD 3D.cpp

1 void SF_FDTD3d::Update_Pa_Iso(Array_complex<cuComplex>* Pxa,

Array_complex<cuComplex>* Pya, Array_complex<cuComplex>* Pza,

Array_complex<cuComplex>* Qx, Array_complex<cuComplex>* Qy,

Array_complex<cuComplex>* Qz, int ki, int ke, int ii, int ie, int ji,

2 int je){

3

4 int j, k,i;

5 const float* kxx Aligned64;

6 kxx = &Kappa_xx_(0);

7 const cuComplex* qx Aligned64;

8 qx = &(*Qx)(0);

9 const cuComplex* qy Aligned64;

10 qy = &(*Qy)(0);

11 const cuComplex* qz Aligned64;

12 qz = &(*Qz)(0);

13 float rx;

14 float ry;

15

16 cuComplex* pxa Aligned64;

17 pxa = &(*Pxa)(0);

18 cuComplex* pya Aligned64;

19 pya = &(*Pya)(0);

20 cuComplex* pza Aligned64;

21 pza = &(*Pza)(0);

22

23

24 for (j = ji; j < je; j++){

25 #pragma omp parallel for private(i, k, rx,ry, qx, qy, qz, pxa, pya, pza, kxx)

26 for (i = ii; i < ie; i++){

27 qx = &(*Qx)(1,i,j+1);

28 qy = &(*Qy)(1,i+1,j);

29 qz = &(*Qz)(0,i+1,j+1);

30 pxa = &(*Pxa)(0,i+1,j);
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31 pya = &(*Pya)(0,i,j+1);

32 pza = &(*Pza)(1,i,j);

33 kxx = &Kappa_xx_(0,i,j);

34 #pragma simd

35 for (k = ki; k < ke; k++){

36 //Pxa Iso Update

37 rx = qz[k].x - qz[k-rows*(columns+1)].x - qy[k].x + qy[k-1].x;

38 ry = qz[k].y - qz[k-rows*(columns+1)].y - qy[k].y + qy[k-1].y;

39 pxa[k].x += s * kxx[k] * rx;

40 pxa[k].y += s * kxx[k] * ry;

41 //Pya Iso Update

42 rx = qx[k].x - qx[k-1].x - qz[k].x + qz[k-rows].x;

43 ry = qx[k].y - qx[k-1].y - qz[k].y + qz[k-rows].y;

44 pya[k].x += s * kxx[k] * rx;

45 pya[k].y += s * kxx[k] * ry;

46 //Pza Iso Update

47 rx = qy[k].x - qy[k-(rows+1)].x-qx[k].x + qx[k-(rows+1)*columns].x;

48 ry = qy[k].y - qy[k-(rows+1)].y-qx[k].y + qx[k-(rows+1)*columns].y;

49 pza[k].x += s * kxx[k]*rx;

50 pza[k].y += s * kxx[k]*ry;

51

52 }

53 }

54 }

55 }

As can be seen in the code listed for the update of the Pa components, each component
of the electromagnetic field has a different storage scheme in order to ensure the proper
update of the grid. For instance, the x component of the electric field has an extra grid
cell in x axis, thus the number of columns for the MEDIUM case would be 181 instead of
180. The same scheme can be applied to the rest of electromagnetic field components. This
pattern is fully related with the spatial staggered arrangement of the electromagnetic field
components inside the Yee cell. Even that, the results achieved by the auto-vectorisation
provides a considerable reduction of the time costs due to the proper memory alignment and
the correct implementation of the loops. In order to clarify this issue the Table 2.3 shows
a summary of the results provided by the auto-vectorization for the three simulation sizes.
The version -O0 is sequential code without any auto-vectorisation. The sequential version
with auto-vectorisation is considered here as the best sequential code, due to the fact that
it is the best option achievable by an standard programmer without advanced knowledge in
computer optimisation. Finally, the degree of improvement between these two versions is
also summarised. It can be seen that with auto-vectorisation the application runs till five
times faster, thus validating the implementation of the sequential version here implemented
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and the proper usage of the auto-vectorisation options of the compiler.

Flag TSMALL TSMALL TSMALL

-O0 22’27” 2h49’17” 10h7’14”
Seq (-O3) 5’27” 43’18” 2h32’2”

Ratio 3.89 3.91 4.99

Regarding GPU computing, the scheme followed in order to accelerate the application
is to launch a set of threads arranged properly in order to exploit the resources of the GPU.
The arrangment proposed is a three-dimensional block of 96×2×2 threads. This setup
permits to efficiently use the L2 cache memory and to obtain a occuppancy of more than
95% on average. For GPU computing the limiting factor in finite-difference schemes is the
memory bandwidth, since FDTD is a method with a low operational intensity [5].

Code for the kernel in charge of updating the Pa fields SF FDTD 3D cuda.cu

1 __global__ void Kernel_Update_Pa_Iso_CUDA(cuComplex* pxa, cuComplex* pya,

2 cuComplex* pza, cuComplex* qx,

3 cuComplex* qy, cuComplex* qz, float* kxx,

4 int ki, int ke, int ii, int ie, int ji,

5 int je, float s, int rows, int columns,

6 int tiling){

7

8

9 int rw, cl, pl;

10 float rx, ry;

11

12 rw = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x * tiling + threadIdx.x + ki;

13 cl = blockIdx.y * blockDim.y + threadIdx.y + ii;

14 pl = blockIdx.z * blockDim.z + threadIdx.z + ji;

15

16 for (int i = 0; i < tiling; i++, rw+= blockDim.x){

17 if (rw < ke && cl < ie && pl < je){

18

19 rx = qz[INDEXQZ].x - qz[INDEXQZ-rows*(columns+1)].x - qy[INDEXQY].x +

qy[INDEXQY-1].x;

20

21 ry = qz[INDEXQZ].y - qz[INDEXQZ-rows*(columns+1)].y - qy[INDEXQY].y +

qy[INDEXQY-1].y;

22 pxa[INDEXPX].x += s * kxx[INDEX] * rx;

23 pxa[INDEXPX].y += s * kxx[INDEX] * ry;

24 //Pya Iso Update
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25 rx = qx[INDEXQX].x - qx[INDEXQX-1].x - qz[INDEXQZ].x +

qz[INDEXQZ-rows].x;

26 ry = qx[INDEXQX].y - qx[INDEXQX-1].y - qz[INDEXQZ].y +

qz[INDEXQZ-rows].y;

27 pya[INDEXPY].x += s * kxx[INDEX] * rx;

28 pya[INDEXPY].y += s * kxx[INDEX] * ry;

29 //Pza Iso Update

30 rx = qy[INDEXQY].x - qy[INDEXQY-(rows+1)].x-qx[INDEXQX].x +

qx[INDEXQX-(rows+1)*columns].x;

31 ry = qy[INDEXQY].y - qy[INDEXQY-(rows+1)].y-qx[INDEXQX].y +

qx[INDEXQX-(rows+1)*columns].y;

32 pza[INDEXPZ].x += s * kxx[INDEX]*rx;

33 pza[INDEXPZ].y += s * kxx[INDEX]*ry;

34

35

36

37 }

38 }

39

40 }

3 Results

The performance analysis is summarised in Fig. 2. Fig. 2.a shows the speed up obtained as
the ratio between the sequential CPU version without thread parallelism and the different
optimised versions. More specifically, the different labels are defined as follows:

• “CPU” for the auto-vectorized CPU code with OpenMP. The number of threads has
been fixed to 12 which have been empirically found the best option for the hardware
available.

• “Xeon Phi” the code used for the CPU version compiled for the Intel Xeon Phi 3120A.
A set of 244 threads (omp set num threads(244)) and a compact distribution of the
threads (kmp set defaults(‘‘KMP AFFINITY=compact’’)) were considered.

• “GPU” for the CUDA application that implements the numerical method. The GPU
used is the GTX 670.

It can be seen that the the addition of the OpenMP directives increases significantly
the performance of the code on CPU, that has been already optimised with the auto-
vectorisation of the compiler. Regarding the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor, the time simulation
costs are reduced close to two times compared with the CPU version for the MEDIUM and
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Figure 2: Performance analysis of SF-FDTD with Intel Xeon Phi and GPU computing. (a)
Speed up. (b) Performance in GFlops.

LARGE grid sizes. It is worth to note that for the SMALL case the coprocessor performance
is poor due to that there is not enough load to be distributed along the different cores. As
the simulation size becomes greater the coprocessor can distribute the computational load
more efficiently providing speed ups closer to 4. However, GPU computing provides the
best results for the three grid sizes considered in this work. Moreover, the GPU solution is
more than 10 times faster than the sequential version.

Fig. 2.b shows the performance analysis in floating point operations per second (FLOPS)
for the different code implementations. As can be seen the same analysis can be performed
studying these results. GPU computing provides more than 45 GFlops for the most de-
manding simulation sizes. The reduction of the performance for the SMALL case can be
produced by the fact that for this specific case, the full occuppancy of the GPU is not
successfully accomplished. Note that the block and grid sizes on GPU computing have been
adjusted in order to provide the best performance for high demanding applications. For
the SMALL case the change of context and the different idle threads cannot be masked by
the thread scheduler due to the reduced number of active threads. For bigger simulation
sizes, the scheduler is able of hiding latencies due to the high number of warps ready for
computing the data available on the GPU.
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4 Conclusions

In this work the implementation of the three-dimensionally SF-FDTD scheme is optimised
for different parallel platforms: Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors and CUDA GPUs. The se-
quential version on CPU has been carefully implemented in order to take advantage of
the auto-vectorisation options available in the Intel Compiler and also OpenMP directives
have been included. The speed up for both parallel platforms (Intel Xeon Phi and CUDA
GPUs) are computed considering as reference the running time of the sequential CPU code
with auto-vectorisation. The results show that Intel Xeon Phi provides reductions of the
time simulation closer to 4 compared to the best CPU code version. On the other hand,
GPU computing provides the best results reducing in more than ten times the simulation
time for all scenarios here considered. In both, Intel Xeon Phi and CUDA GPU the best
performance is achieved in the most demanding grid sizes (MEDIUM and LARGE), since
for the SMALL case the resources of the hardware is not properly addressed and exploted.
Concluding, even Intel Xeon Phi does not provide astonishing results compared to GPU
computing, it is worth to note that the time applied to develop software suitable for being
successfully compiled on Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is significantly smaller compared to the
efforts needed for adapting numerical methods to the CUDA programming paradigm. The
authors are considering to compare distributed memory aproaches such as Open MPI with
Intel Xeon Phi platforms in order to evaluate this new hardware platforms with the standar
HPC solutions that have been used in recent years.
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